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 Abstract.

A variety of approaches to the con-

struction of theories of managerial decision-

making causes great difficulties in constructing 

formal models of the dynamic processes under 

study, which necessitates the creation of a unified 

universal mathematical theory of managerial deci-

sion-making. The model of managerial decision 

making for dynamic systems of any nature pro-

posed by the author uses the axiomatic modeling 

methodology created earlier, combining the axio-

matic method and the concept of functional analy-

sis in modeling and solving problems - one of the 

extremely effective tools for cognizing patterns in 

natural processes.  

The aim of this work is to demonstrate the sim-

plicity and capabilities of the proposed methodolo-

gy for making managerial decisions on a specific 

example in the field of medicine. The truth (cor-

rectness, expediency) of making a managerial de-

cision is proved by the exact mathematical method, 

which assumes a formal proof that does not depend 

on the will of a particular person. This circum-

stance, as well as the universality of the model, 

determines the relevance and originality of the 

proposed approach to solving managerial prob-

lems. The formal proof of the truth of the obtained 

solution by the Robinson method and the use of the author’s universal stereotypical logical construc-

tion for proving theorems is the key to the maxi-

mum degree of confidence in the obtained solution. 

Despite the verbal format for formulating axi-

oms, the solution obtained is not approximate, not 

probabilistic, but mathematically accurate, which 

is extremely important for the practical application 

of mathematical theory. The format under consid-

eration for formulating basic axioms and theorems  

 

requiring proof is convenient for human perception 

and reasoning. It is easily applicable in solving 

problems in any field of human activity by special-

ists of the most diverse subject areas of human ac-

tivity. The prospectivity and cost-effectiveness of 

the proposed approach is especially relevant in 

solving extremely complex practical problems. 

Keywords: axiomatic modeling, artificial intel-

ligence, mathematical logic, thinking, formaliza-

tion. INTRODUCTION
Relevance of a subject. Decision theory, 

like any other scientific theory, performs both 

cognitive and predictive functions in relation 

to the observed natural or man-made phenom-

ena. 

The cognitive function [2] consists in the 

study and formal description of all physical 

variables and their parameters, which func-

tionally fully and unambiguously characterize 

all the permissible states of the studied natural 

or man-made phenomena, as well as the laws 

of all interactions and relationships between 
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the mentioned state variables during their 

(phenomena) of normal life. 

The predictive function, with the specified 

functionality of the cognitive function, is to 

enable: 

- firstly, the automatic identification of sci-

entifically based reasons for deviations in the 

dynamics of the observed phenomenon from 

normative indicators; 

- secondly, the automatic formation of an 

algorithm to eliminate the identified causes 

that caused a violation of the normative course 

of the observed phenomenon. 

Naturally, any decision theory with the 

mentioned functionality should be provided 

with a mathematical model [3] capable of cov-

ering this functionality. 

The purpose of the study is to create the 

necessary logical-dialectical model for each 

theory of decision making, to consider the es-

sence of its semantic content. 

It is well known that the main goals of con-

structing theories of natural phenomena vital 

activity [4] are: •
visual format reflection, identified through 

field experimentation a list of physical varia-

bles revealed by field experimentation that is 

functionally complete and unambiguous, char-

acterizing all the permissible states (static, sta-

tionary, and dynamic) of the natural phenome-

non being studied during its life; • relationships revealed by field experimen-

tation and their laws between the variables 

characterizing each of the states in this phe-

nomenon; • established by natural experimentation of
the natural laws of life of the investigated nat-

ural phenomena. •
 replacement of full-scale experimentation 

with computational experimentation (in the 

volume of reflection of a functionally com-

plete scenario of the cognizable physical or 

physiological phenomenon activity) based on 

the constructed theory concepts when predict-

ing the evolution of the natural phenomenon 

under study [3]. 

If it is impossible to doubt the feasibility of 

achieving the first goal for an objective reason 

- no memory, the knowledge is simply not fea-

sible [5, 6], then the feasibility of achieving 

the second goal is far from obvious for the fol-

lowing reasons: •
both philosophers of science and natural 

scientists and mathematicians do not have 

convincing and incontrovertible, necessarily 

formally provable, logical statements that 

make it possible, in a purely theoretical way, 

without involving the results of a field experi-

ment, to establish the truth [7]: •
 as the scientific thinking itself, so the truth of the final “conjunction –

 
conclusion”

causal 

relationship as a whole with a functionally 

complete discussion with a logical conse-

quence of the dialectic of the vital activity of 

the natural phenomenon under study. 

Together they could attest to the fact of the 

correct, formal logical deduction of the con-

clusion from the premises under conditions of 

unknown truth of the meaning of the conclu-

sion itself. And the fact of derivability itself 

would be a proof of the expediency of achiev-

ing the second goal. 

But the philosophers of science are well 

aware of: • That, firstly, any hypothetical theorizing
as part of the natural phenomena activity theo-

ries is not only unacceptable, but also harmful 

[8]. • That, secondly, all the widel
y applicable 

in classical mathematics for the purpose of 

proving the truth of thinking with substantive 

proof of theorems, the five stereotyped tautol-ogies, including the “modus ponens” tautolo-

gy, are by definition incorrect [9]. • That, thirdly, to invent correct tautologies 

without the results of a full-scale experiment 

by definition is not possible, because of the 

secondary thinking with respect to matter. • That, fourthly, matter and everything ma-

terial is primary in relation to consciousness 

and thinking, and therefore, an exclusively 

natural experiment establishes the truth of 

even the most professional thinking. 

It is for these reasons that philosophers of 

science do not recognize a purely theoretical 

substantive proof of theorems, without its con-

firmation by historical practice. 

In order to free oneself from doubts on the 

validity of the philosophers of science position 

when cognizing new natural phenomena, it 
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suffices to recall the scientific definitions of 

cognitive scientists [10] assigned to such con-cepts as “higher mental functions”, their subset
consisting of at least 22 elements, and called “intellectual functions”, and those that are partof the latter, such concepts as “consciousness”and “thinking”.

 

 

Higher mental functions (HMF) 

 

Specific human mental processes, which are 

the processes of movement, manipulation, 

processing, protection, retrieval and destruc-

tion of information in neural networks of the 

central nervous system [4], which is associated 

with: • knowledge of the human environment; • development of tactics and strategies for
safe human behavior in the environment; • knowledge of natural and man-made phe-

nomena of the universe; • implementation of 22 intellectual func-

tions; • implementation of 9 gnostic functions; • implementation of a
 single amnestic func-

tion; • implementation of central nervous system
management by all subsystems of the auto-

nomic nervous system; • and, possibly, with the implementation of
many other functions that are still unknown to 

humanity. 

Consciousness is the highest form of infor-

mation reflection about the material environ-

ment of a person in the substrate of natural 

neural networks of the central nervous system 

(CNS) of this person. 

Reflection is a combination of mental pro-

cesses, which are internal information process-

es (movement, manipulation, processing, pro-

tection, retrieval and destruction of infor-

mation), allowing a person to: • navigate this environment, both in time
and in space; • evaluate personal role function in the en-

vironment; • accumulate experience in the environment 

safe behavior; 

• learn the laws of the life of the environ-

ment and plan personal behavior in the envi-

ronment; • accumulate knowledge about the natural
laws of the development of the living envi-

ronment, in order to continuously improve its 

well-being in the environment and to ensure its 

continuous progressive intellectual develop-

ment, as a person, in the environment. 

Thinking is the highest mental function [11, 

12] (internal information process), consisting 

in an indirect, generalized and abstract reflec-

tion of the surrounding reality in its essential 

connections, properties and relationships. 

In accordance with the functionality of any 

of the higher mental functions and, especially, 

based on the functionality of consciousness, 

thinking, imagination and recognition of famil-

iar sensory images, as a stereotype of a figura-

tive idea of HMF, as an internal information 

process one can offer a computer information 

system (CIS), provided by an associative 

search and a knowledge base filled with in-

formation blocks about natural and man-made 

phenomena that this particular person has ever 

met. CIS by all means provides viewing of the 

information block selected from the 

knowledge base in the mode declared by the 

owner of the central nervous system. 

All the HMF characteristics presented just 

now do not in any way give us the reason to 

represent them as the processes of vital activi-

ty of a special kind of matter in the universe, 

even if this matter would possess the phenom-

enon of owning knowledge about the state of 

the matter which it characterizes. 

On the contrary, all mental processes in 

consciousness are purely informational pro-

cesses, awakening exclusively new informa-

tional processes in the central nervous system 

that control one or another association, one or 

another imagination, one or another process of 

thinking, or one or another CNS reflex reac-

tion. 

Coming back to the steadfastness of the 

philosophers of science in assessing the truth 

of the obtained new scientific knowledge, 

which (assessment) is based solely on a full-

scale experiment, or historical practice with 

the matter under study, their assessment 
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should again and again be supported, since no 

indirect information (for example, from con-

sciousness, or from any other HMF) about the 

state of the analyzed matter has the right to 

exist, as inaccurate information, in comparison 

with the analytical data on the state of this 

matter received directly from field experimen-

tation with this matter [11]. 

In accordance with the above mentioned, 

the following adequate conclusions suggest 

themselves. 

1. Theories are needed, but exclusively, as 

an ordered and systematized memory of natu-

ral laws and their integrity, which regulate and 

control the life of a known natural phenome-

non. In these theories no hypothetical liberties 

are permissible, since they inevitably destroy 

the goals of computational experimentation 

without its confirmation by historical practice. 

2. The evolution prognostication of natural 

phenomena under study on the basis of hypo-

thetical theories and without the results of field 

experiments is not permissible 
–

 it can result in 

hard errors. 

3. In accordance with the inevitability of 

full-scale experimentation in predicting the 

evolution of the phenomena under study, the 

creation of hypothetical theories designed to 

implement computational experimentation  (in 

the volume of reflection of a functionally 

complete scenario of the life activity of a 

knowable physical or physiological phenome-

non), it becomes an absolutely pointless activi-

ty, contrary to common sense and the accepted 

concept of proving the truth of the causal rela-tionship “conjunction of premises
- conclu-sion” based on the results of field experimen-

tation. 

The answer to the question at what stage 

should cognition be completed and, according-

ly, the formation of the theory of vital activity 

of the phenomenon under study, can be formu-

lated as follows - as soon as the answer to the 

last question of all the goals of cognition is 

received, provided that each answer is framed 

in the format of the corresponding theorem 

proof, formulated and proved with the help of 

the grammatical resources of the formal logic 

language of the first-order predicate serving 

the theory of automatic proof of theorems. 

Why should the answers to questions of the 

cognition goals be necessarily drawn up in the 

format of the corresponding theorems proof 

[12,13], and why should the theorems be for-

mulated and proved with the help of the 

grammatical resources of the formal logic lan-

guage of first-order predicate serving the theo-

ry of automatic proof of theorems [14]? 

The answers are utterly simple. 

Firstly, for the proof of the truth of thinking 

with logical statements on any of the topics 

discussed, there simply does not exist any dif-

ferent format for reflecting the truth of the dis-

cussing parties, except for the format for prov-

ing theorems. 

Secondly, formal evidence is unanimously 

recognized by all science philosophers as the 

only format for an objective judgment on the 

truth of this or that logical statement. This 

format exclusively provides not only the inher-

itance of previously obtained scientific 

knowledge, but also the strict, in the scientific 

sense, truth of target statements. It is this for-

mat that can ensure literacy and security from 

unreasonable hypotheses of managerial deci-

sions made. 

Third, modern science reasonably requires 

natural scientists to reflect the known natural 

laws of the life of all living things exclusively 

in a mathematical format [18, 20-22]. Since 

this format provides an aphoristic (when the 

meaning of one formula is equivalent to the 

meaning of a verbal text, reflected at least on 

350 pages), the style of presentation of new 

scientific knowledge [11, 15, 16], and stimu-

lates self-control of adequacy, correctness, re-

liability and truthfulness (if any formal theo-

retical proof) of new knowledge. 

Fourth, the theory of automatic proof of 

theorems declares its own methodology for the 

proof of theorems, which has minimal labori-

ousness even using 
a “manual” proof of these

theorems, in comparison with any substantial 

proof of theorems. 

To conclude, let us give a description of the 

logical-dialectical model that provides the full 

requirements of any task on the topic of deci-

sion-making, which has been tested on hun-

dreds of tasks [3] relating, of course, not only 

to the topic of decision-making. The need to 
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create such a model is formed by an almost 

century-old aggravating crisis of fundamental 

science. 

By the logical-dialectic model (LDM) of 

the process of the investigated phenomenon 

(system) of living Nature functioning is meant 

[17]: 

- a set of physical variables that functional-

ly fully characterizes every dynamic state of 

this system (phenomenon) that is acceptable 

by Nature; 

- all identified in the process of full-scale 

experimentation, logical relationships in the 

phenomenon, i.e. causal relationships and in-

teractions between state variables, expressed 

exclusively with the help of logical operations, 

and uniquely identifying each of the observed 

states of a dynamic system (phenomenon); 

- logical relationships between state varia-

bles that explore the truth in thinking about a 

particular phenomenon, and are reflected in a 

formulaic form; 

- all dialectic relations between state varia-

bles revealed during the field experiment, re-

flecting: 

1) the nature of the driving forces in the 

phenomenon, providing the current life of the 

observed phenomenon, under the conditions of 

unity and inconsistency, both in the behavioral 

essence of each elementary object in a phe-

nomenon (considered in LMD as an operand, 

i.e. a state variable loaded with the meaning of 

an identifier of a certain physical quantity, ac-

companied by properties and characteristics of 

this quantity), and in essence relations between 

pairwise interacting elementary objects in this 

phenomenon; 

2) the unity and inconsistency of the behav-

ioral essence of each individual elementary 

object when it functions in a specific phenom-

enon, in a specific time and space; 

3) unity and inconsistency of the essence of 

the relationship between pairwise interacting 

elementary objects in the phenomenon; 

4) the progressive evolution of the observed 

phenomenon, in the presence of unity and in-

consistency, both in the behavioral essence of 

each elementary object in this phenomenon, 

and in the essence of the relationship between 

pairwise interacting elementary objects in this 

phenomenon; 

5) the progressive evolution of the observed 

phenomenon in all the variety of its forms and 

in all its inconsistency; 

6) as well as the dialectic relations between 

state variables in the phenomenon under study 

are also reflected in the formula form. The concept of “the nature of the drivingforces” provides, first of all, the answer to the
question: why is the observed natural phenom-

enon carried out just like this, and not differ-

ently? 

 

EXAMPLE 

 

Diagnosis and treatment of the pathology 

of myocardial infarction [23]. 

Symptoms, in aggregate, anticipating a per-

son about the occurrence of myocardial infarc-

tion: 

The pain in the back thorax is so intense that it practically “paralyzes” the patient’s
will. There is a feeling of impending death. 

This thorax pain does not disappear after the 

cessation of physical activity and often spreads 

(irradiates) to the shoulder and arm (more of-

ten to the left), neck, and jaw. Pain may be ei-

ther constant or intermittent. In time to under-

stand what happened, and immediately call an 

ambulance (the best way - specialized cardio-

logical one) and take all possible actions in the 

current situation, means to increase your 

chance of staying alive not only in the coming 

minutes, hours and days, but also months, 

years. 

Except for back thorax pain, myocardial in-

farction can be characterized by the following 

symptoms and signs: • Frequent shallow breathing • Rapid irregular heartbeat •
Rapid and weak pulse on the limbs • Fainting (syncope) or los

s of conscious-

ness •
Feeling of weakness, may be very appar-

ent • Profuse, sticky, cold sweating • Nausea and even vomiting • Pale skin
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Despite the fact that these symptoms and 

signs allow in most cases to recognize myo-

cardial infarction on time, each of them and 

even their combinations can also be found in 

other diseases. But since a heart attack is a 

life-threatening condition, it is better to play it 

safe and immediately seek emergency medical 

care than to regret (you or your relatives) 

about the forever lost opportunity to avoid fa-

tal consequences. Prior to the arrival of emer-

gency care, you should try to help yourself by 

putting an ordinary (500 mg) aspirin tablet un-

der your tongue. You can use nitroglycerin, 

but only if you are sure that blood pressure is 

not reduced. When the ambulance arrives, the 

remaining aspirin tablets should be washed off 

with a glass of water. 

Medical practice shows that, unfortunately, 

in almost 25% of patients, myocardial infarc-

tion can be asymptomatic, the so-called "mute 

ischemia", or "mute heart attack." But the ab-

sence of symptoms, alas, does not exclude 

damage to the heart muscle. And since there is no “alarm”, the patient remains unaware of the
developing catastrophe, which negatively af-

fects the prognosis for his life. 

 

Diagnostic tests carried out in the cardi-

ac rehabilitation department: 

- ECG, ECHO KG 

- Ergospirometry with physical activity (the 

presence of diseases of the cardiovascular sys-

tem, the level of physical performance, opti-

mal training modes are determined) 

- Laser flowmetry (the state of microcircu-

lation in any area of the skin is determined) • Transdermal О2 and СО2 percentage de-

termination in the blood • Complete biochemical blood test (27 indi-

cators) • Computer research methods: 
1. hemodynamic study (APS) with the 

definition of 22 parameters, including stroke 

volume, vessel diameter, vascular wall elas-

ticity, vascular resistance. 

2. the state of the heart study (Cardiovisor) 

allows you to quickly assess the condition of 

the myocardium with the preparation of its 

color portrait, heart rate and the body's ability 

to regulate it, the state of the autonomic nerv-

ous system 

3. Allergy testing and determination of the 

entire spectrum of harmful loads on the body 

(chemical, pharmacological, geopathogenic, 

metabolic, etc.) in a non-invasive bioresonance 

way on the German MORA hardware-software 

complex. 

The main heart diseases: angina pectoris, 

coronary heart disease (CHD), heart attack, 

chronic heart failure (CHF). With all these dis-

eases, the muscle cells of the heart lack nutri-

tion for the work that they must constantly do. 

The goal of treatment in a hospital with a 

heart attack is to restore blood flow in a clotted 

vessel. 

Urgent therapeutic measures are aimed at 

expanding the lumen of a clogged blood vessel 

and the maximum possible rescue of fibers and 

cells of the heart muscle. This is the essence of 

the treatment. 

The main medical intervention for treating 

an acute heart attack is the dissolution of a 

blood clot (thrombolysis), which is carried out 

with the help of intravenous drugs. If these 

drugs begin to enter the body during the first 

hours after the heart attack onset of signs, they 

are able to restore passability of the clogged 

vessel. But the more time passes, the faster the 

effectiveness of these drugs decreases. Cardi-

ologists determine the first hour since the heart 

attack development as 
“Golden Hour”, when

the effectiveness of treatment is maximum. 

N
ow let’s turn to the universal mathemati-

cal theory of managerial decision making pro-

posed by the author, in order to reflect the pro-

cess of diagnosis and treatment of the patholo-

gy of myocardial infarction in a mathematical 

format. To demonstrate the enormous ad-

vantages of this format, since it allows not on-

ly to verify the truth of thinking with a logical 

consequence on the topic under study, but also 

ensures the derivability of the conclusion of 

the theorem from its premises based on the 

data obtained in the experiment. 

 

The formation of a mathematical model 

of the diagnostic process and treatment of 

myocardial infarction. 
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The symptoms, in aggregate, warning a 

person about the occurrence of a pathology of 

myocardial infarction, may be called axioms 

for diagnosing this disease, and we will assign 

each of the axioms an identifier in the format 

of mathematical formalism. 

A
xiom a1: “Intense, contrasting pain be-

hind the sternum irradiating to the shoulder 

and arm (more often to the left), neck, j
aw” we

assign the identifier p1(X), in which p1 carries 

the semantic load reflected in quotation marks, 

and X – is a unique identifier for the patient. Axiom a2: “Frequent shallow breathing”
we assign the identifier p2(X). 

Axiom 
a4: “Rapid and weak pulse on the

extremities” we assign the identifier p4(X). Axiom a5: “Fainting (syncope) or loss of
consciousne

ss” we assign the identifier p5(X). Axiom a6: “The feeling of weakness can be
very pronounced” we assign the identifier
p6(X). Axiom a7: “Profuse, sticky cold sweat” we
assign the identifier p7(X). Axiom a8: “Nausea and even vomiting” we
assign the identifier p8(X). Axiom a9: “Pallor of the skin of the face”
we assign the identifier p9(X). 

 

Diagnostic tests carried out in the cardi-

ac rehabilitation department. Axiom a10: “ECG and ECHO
CG confirms 

that the patient has myocardial infarction (MI)”
, the identifier p10(X). Axiom a11: “Ergospirometry with physical

activity confirms that the patient has myocar-dial infarction (MI)”
, the identifier p11(X). Axiom a12: “Laser flowmetry confirms that

the patient has MI, the identifier p12(X). Axiom a13: “A transdermal О
2 and СО

2 

percentage determination in the blood con-

firms the presence of MI in t
he patient”, the

identifier p13(X). 

Axiom a14
: “A complete biochemical

blood test (27 indicators) confirms the pa-tient’s MI”, the identifier p14(X). Axiom a15: “The study of hemodynamics
(APS) with the definition of 22 parameters, 

including impact volume, vessel diameter, 

vascular wall elasticity, vascular resistance, 

confirms the patient’s presence of MI”, the
identifier p15(X). Axiom a16: “

The state of the heart study 

(Cardiovisor) with an assessment of the myo-

cardial state confirms the pa
tient’s MI”, the

identifier p16(X). Axiom a17: “Allergotestra
tion and deter-

mination of the entire spectrum of harmful 

loads on the body by a non-invasive bioreso-

nance method (MORA) confirms the pa
tient’sMI”, the identifier p17

(X). 

 

Prescribing treatment based on diagnos-

tic data. Axiom a18: “The goal of treatment in a 

hospital with myocardial infarction is to re-

store blood flow in a thrombus-clogged vessel 

that nourishes the myocardium, and to save the 

fibers and cells of the myocardium as much as possible”, the identifier p18(X). Axiom a19: “The main medical interven-

tion in the treatment of an acute heart attack is 

the thrombus (thrombolysis) dissolution, 

which is carried out using intravenous drugs. If 

these drugs begin to enter the body during the 

first hours after the onset of heart attack signs, 

they are able to restore patency of the clogged 

vessel. But the more time passes, the faster the 

effectiveness of these drugs decreases, the 

identifier p19(X). Axiom a20: “Being late with medical heart
attack treatment for three hours after the onset 

of the attack makes the use of thrombolytic drugs practically meaningless”, the identifier 

p20(X). Axiom a21: “Axioms No. 1 – No. 20 to-

gether provide the correct diagnosis and the 

appointment of the correct method for treating myocardial infarction disease”, the identifier 

p21(X). 

Based on axioms No. 1 – No. 21, let us 

write the logical-dialectic model of myocardial 

infarction diagnosis and treatment. 

 

X)((p1(X
) 8

p2(X
) 8

p3(X
) 8

p4(X
) 8

p5(X
) 8

p6(X
) 8

p7(X
) 8

p8(X
) 8

p9(X
) 8

p10(X
) 8

p11(X
) 8

p12(X
) 8

p13(X
) 8

p14(X
) 8

p15(X
) 8

p16(X
) 8

p17(X
) 8

p18(X
) 8

p19(X
) 8

p20(X)) => p21(X)) => 

( ((p1(X
) 8

p2(X
) 8

p3(X
) 8

p4(X
) 8
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p5(X
) 8

p6(X
) 8

p7(X
) 8

p8(X
) 8

p9(X
) 8

p10(X
) 8

p11(X
) 8

p12(X
) 8

p13(X
) 8

p14(X
) 8

p15(X
) 8

p16(X
) 8

p17(X
) 8

p18(X
) 8

p19(X
) 8

p20(X)) => p21(X))     (1) 

 

If in the formula [1] the expression: 

 

(p1(X
) 8

p2(X
) 8

p3(X
) 8

p4(X
) 8

p5(X) 8
p6(X

) 8
p7(X

) 8
p8(X

) 8
p9(X

) 8
p10(X) 8

p11(X
) 8

p12(X
) 8

p13(X
) 8

p14(X
) 8

p15(X
) 8

p16(X
) 8

p17(X
) 8

p18(X
) 8

p19(X
) 8

p20(X)) 

 

is replaced by the formula F1 (X), then the 

formula [1] will take the following form: 

 

X)  

=> ( )          (2) 

 

The theory of automatic theorem proving 

[14], in order to reduce formulas to the canon-

ical format containing only axioms and three 

logical operations (conjunction, disjunction 

and negation), 27 formal rules are defined and 

proven, which describe equivalent transfor-

mation of formulas of first order predicate log-

ic. 

Two of them look as follows: 

 

(F1(X) => F2(X
)) ≡ (Ί

F1(X) V F2(X)) 

(F1(X) => F2(X)) 
≡

  (F1(X) 
Λ Ί

F2(X)) 

 

One of the rules determines 

 Ί
$ 
≡
". 

 

One prescribes freeing the formula of all generality quantifiers if it doesn’t contain any
other quantifiers. 

If one used four of these last rules, formula 

(2) on the first step becomes 

 

X)  =>
( ) .              (3) 

 

And in the next step (3) is converted to: 

 s
 

(4) 

 

Formula (4) represents conjunction of only 

two contrary components. 

That demonstrates its discrepancy, but also 

demonstrates the validity of the theorem in 

general as the methodology of the automatic 

proof of theorems is based on a conclusion of 

discrepancy of a formula of the theorem in 

general. 

Therefore, the theorem is successfully 

proved. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed universal mathematical mod-

el for making managerial decisions based on 

the methodology used in medical practice for 

diagnosing and treating certain pathologies of 

the human body allows us to reflect this meth-

odology in a mathematical format, providing 

the possibility of proving the feasibility and 

effectiveness of the treatment of the analyzed 

pathology. The axiom base is formed by ex-

perimenting directly with patients suffering 

from the analyzed pathology. The mathemati-

cal apparatus for making a managerial decision 

will ensure the maximum compactness of the 

formulation of the problem and its solution, 

unambiguity, and guaranteed accuracy of the 

solution itself, the heritability of the 

knowledge gained in the studied subject area 

and other areas of knowledge that affect the 

solution of the set managerial problem, as well 

as the very possibility of solving a complex 

and extremely complex problem. 
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 ВÐÑÒÓÔ ÐÕ КÓ×ØÔ аÒÚ×ÑÓ
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óñëï êìûìçëö . Пêìîùа$аìÿа÷ аðôèêèÿ ÿèîìùýíêëç÷ôë÷ øíêаðùìçúìóñëï êìûìçëö îù÷ îëçаòÿëúìóñëï óëóôìÿ ùõéèö íêëêèîü ëóíèùýæøìôóèæîаççøõ ìõ êаçìì ÿìôèîèùè$ëõ аñóëèÿаôëòúìóñè$è ÿèîìùëêèðаçë÷ , óèðÿì%аõ%øõ ð óìéìаñóëèÿаôëúìóñëö ÿìôèî ë ñèç�ìí�ëõ þøçñ�ëèòçаùýçè$è аçаùëæа íêë ÿèîìùëêèðаçëë ë êìûìòçëë íêèéùìÿçüï æаîаú – èîëç ëæ úêìæðüúаöçè'þþìñôëðçüï ëçóôêøÿìçôèð íèæçаçë÷ æаñèçèòÿìêçèóôìö ð íêëêèîçüï íêè�ìóóаï . Цìùýõ çаóôè÷%ìö êаéèôü ÷ðù÷ìôó÷ îìÿèçòóôêа�ë÷ íêèóôèôü ë ðèæÿè)çèóôìö íêìîùа$аìòÿèö ÿìôèîèùè$ëë íêëç÷ôë÷ øíêаðùìçúìóñè$èêìûìçë÷ çа ñèçñêìôçèÿ íêëÿìêì ð èéùаóôë ÿìòîë�ëçü . Иóôëççèóôý (ñèêêìñôçèóôý , �ìùìóèèéòêаæçèóôý) íêëç÷ôë÷ øíêаðùìçúìóñè$è êìûìçë÷îèñаæüðаìôó÷ ôèúçüÿ ÿаôìÿаôëúìóñëÿ ÿìôèòîèÿ , íêìîíèùа$аõ%ëÿ þèêÿаùýçèì, çì æаðëó÷ò%ìì èô ðèùë ôè$è ëùë ëçè$è ñèçñêìôçè$è úìùèòðìñа, îèñаæаôìùýóôðè. Эôè èéóôè÷ôìùýóôðè ôаñ)ì, ñаñ ë øçëðìêóаùýçèóôý ÿèîìùë , èíêìîìù÷õôаñôøаùýçèóôý ë èêë$ëçаùýçèóôý íêìîùа$аìÿè$èíèîïèîа ñ êìûìçëõ øíêаðùìçúìóñëï æаîаú.Фèêÿаùýçèì îèñаæаôìùýóôðè ëóôëççèóôë íèùøò

úìççè$è êìûìçë÷ ÿìôèîèÿ Рèéëçóèçа ë ëóíèùýòæèðаçëì аðôèêóñèö øçëðìêóаùýçèö óôìêìèôëíòçèö ùè$ëúìóñèö ñèçóôêøñ�ëë îù÷ îèñаæаôìùýòóôðа ôìèêìÿ ÷ðù÷ìôó÷ æаùè$èÿ ÿаñóëÿаùýçèöóôìíìçë îèðìêë÷ ñ íèùøúìççèÿø êìûìçëõ . Нìóÿèôê÷ çа ðìêéаùýçüö þèêÿаô þèêÿøùëòêèðаçë÷ аñóëèÿ , íèùøúìççèì êìûìçëì ÷ðù÷ìôó÷çì íêëéùë)ìççüÿ , çì ðìêè÷ôçèóôçüÿ , а ÿаôìòÿаôëúìóñë ôèúçüÿ , úôè úêìæðüúаöçè ðа)çè îù÷íêаñôëúìóñè$è íêëÿìçìçë÷ ÿаôìÿаôëúìóñèöôìèêëë . Раóóÿаôêëðаìÿüö þèêÿаô þèêÿøùëêèòðаçë÷ éаæèðüï аñóëèÿ ë ôìèêìÿ , ôêìéøõ%ëïîèñаæаôìùýóôðа, øîèéìç îù÷ ðèóíêë÷ôë÷ ë êаóòóø)îìçëö úìùèðìñа. Оç ùì$ñè íêëÿìçëÿ íêëêìûìçëë æаîаú ð ùõéèö óþìêì îì÷ôìùýçèóôëùõîìö óíì�ëаùëóôаÿë óаÿüï êаæçèèéêаæçüïíêìîÿìôçüï èéùаóôìö îì÷ôìùýçèóôë úìùèðìñа.Пìêóíìñôëðçèóôý ë æаôêаôçа÷ 'ñèçèÿëúçèóôýíêìîùа$аìÿè$è íèîïèîа èóèéìççè аñôøаùýçа íêëêìûìçëë óðìêïóùè)çüï íêаñôëúìóñëï æаîаú . К2345675 82Ý6а: аñóëèÿаôëúìóñèì ÿèîìùëòêèðаçëì, ëóñøóóôðìççüö ëçôìùùìñô , ÿаôìÿаôëòúìóñа÷ ùè$ëñа,ÿüûùìçëì, þèêÿаùëæа�ë÷. 


